HR INTERIM
When you need more dedicated HR support

WHEN WE IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR MORE
DEDICATED SUPPORT, WE CAN PROVIDE YOU WITH
THE RIGHT RESOURCE FROM OUR TEAM.
THE APPROACH:
Whether it is for a three month assignment
or for a year or more, we can support your
business so you do not have to make a
long term commitment to a new employee.
Interim is a flexible way of managing your
workload. You know from experience
that the quality of temporary or agency
personnel in the market is typically poor.
In contrast, Hunter Adams offers some
of the market’s leading HR professionals.
We provide our people with a ‘managed
service.’ We don’t just payroll our
consultants, we support and manage them
to ensure they deliver at the highest level.

THE EXPERTISE:
We have a range of HR professionals
working in-house at all levels of seniority.
All our experts provide no-nonsense,
commercial, practical advice to effectively
tackle any issue you face. You can enjoy
the added advantage that your key HR
contact has a team of colleagues behind
them to assist with any specialised needs.

We can react quickly to your business
needs. We have a waiting list of
consultants who want to join the Hunter
Adams team because of the visible career
path we provide.

THE RESULT:
This service may be useful to help deliver
your HR strategy or to carry out a specific
project, to enjoy some support through
peak periods or just to cover a colleague’s
maternity leave.

“Having Lynn from Hunter Adams
in the team has meant we can start
to implement and deliver our HR
strategy for 2012 and beyond. We
cannot justify adding more permanent
team members through peak periods
so Hunter Adams has offered us the
quality support at the right cost.”
Jonathan Parkes
Commercial Director and
Deputy Managing Director
Hallin Marine
“Colin from Hunter Adams has
been excellent – the pace at which
he delivers work makes this a very
cost effective option for us. He has
reviewed the way we recruit and
helped us identify areas where we
can reduce costs and time.”
Linda Gray
Head of Corporate Services
Inspire
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